
PBL: Audio-Visual Team

Theme of the project: Convey the key concepts from the book through audio-visual
formats such as animations, videos with whiteboard based discussions/PPT +
Voiceover etc.

Resources:
Book - Project Based Learning
Sample video for content to audio-visual media  - The Story of Stuff
Sample video for a book concept - Collection Based Projects

The list of concepts from the book:
These titles were obtained from the book directly. Most of them are based on a
single chapter while some of them represent a combination of two chapters.
Titles:-

1. Introduction to PBL
2. Diverse world of Projects: Types of Projects: Part I
3. Diverse world of Projects: Types of Projects: Part II
4. Defining the Scope

a. Systematic work
b. What type of project?

5. Project Planning
6. Brainstorming
7. Observation/Questioning skills
8. Problem solving
9. Categorize resources
10. Interview skills
11. Project Documentation: Logbook, Project Report
12.Concluding the Project: Evaluating, Presenting

Next step is to write a 4-5 line summary for each of these titles and then expand that
summary into a script that is suitable for the chosen media format for that particular
title. The final step would be to convert the script into the audio-visual media.

Example of a summary: Introduction to PBL
For doing such projects, we should have a continuous flow of questions in our mind
which arise due to the natural curiosity ingrained in us.
Project doesn’t only mean to collect the information, but it means deriving meaning
through this information and generating new knowledge through experience.
It is important to set definite objectives and achieve those in a timely manner. A
project helps us to think and act with a vision in mind.
One thing which I like about the project methodology is that we are allowed to make
mistakes, learn from them and then rectify them.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/13FwacqrRODyb5uSGsesqKdLJgHwwv8n9?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9GorqroigqM&t=242s
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EapDHRAiLOtJ8wgc6ADjnDm-EjqvwOin/view?usp=sharing

